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NZARM CONFERENCE 2022

WELCOME TO THE APRIL 2022
EDITION OF BROADSHEET
Kia ora koutou katoa,

Nicola McHaffie

For many of you work is ramping up in this part of 2022. Flooding and
drought management has been intense across parts of NZ in 2022, the
financial year end is looming, winter management is just around the corner
and many of you are gearing up for another season of tree planting to help
stabilise hillsides, increase biodiversity, support sustainable farming,
diversify land use and improve freshwater. Thank you for your efforts in
natural resource management, you are making a great contribution to the
future of Aotearoa New Zealand!
Myself, the NZARM exec and Matt have been busy also. You would have seen
the email out to all members recently regarding the delivery of a significant
capability building program. While we can’t speak too openly about this
program yet, we can say we are pretty excited for the opportunity to deliver
something that is so important right now in the context of the significant
environmental change across NZ. We are equally excited about the
opportunity to co-design a program with our members and partners too and
hopefully we will be reaching out to regions across the country for your
views. Our thanks again to the Land Managers Special Interest Group,
regional councils across the country, Kaipara Moana Remediation, Manaaki
Whenua and Auckland Council Healthy Waters staff who supported the
program development so far.
Recently, I have been deep in climate change policy and implementation, so
thought it worth mentioning to keep an eye out for changes to the ETS. MPI
note that “major changes to the ETS will take effect on 1 January 2023. The
detailed rules and settings for most of these changes will be set out in
amendments to the forestry sector regulations.
These are being developed now”. As land managers you are all aware that
we can easily get perverse outcomes if we don’t match the right tree to the
right place for the right reason, and ensuring that we have all of the tools in
the toolbox, from native through to exotic planting will be key. From an
NZARM point of view we have had support and expertise from Ian McIvor
(senior scientist at plant and food as well as poplar and willow research
trust) to help ensure the recent discussions on managing afforestation still
align with good practice natural resource management.
To this end NZARM may submit its views on the recent proposed changes to
the ETS. We have lots of expertise in our membership on afforestation and
the ETS and we would welcome your views. Please get back to Matt if you
are happy to offer your expertise: matt.highway@nzarm.org.nz.
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Also on climate change, it’s also been great to see the engagement that the
HWEN options are having. Even if the engagement isn’t always agreeing
with our own opinions. It’s a big job and good luck to them getting it right!
NZARM have been really pleased to increase our engagement with NZIPIM
recently. In many ways they are a similar organisation to us a do a great job
of representing farm consultants around the country and delivering training
and events. Their new CEO, Jo Finer has been great to work with and Matt
(NZARM CEO) met with Jo recently to help strengthen our relationship. Over
the coming weeks NZARM and NZIPIM will ideally progress our relationship
further into a formal agreement.
Lastly please keep an eye out in your inbox for information on how to pay
your annual NZARM subscription, we hope you are finding value in being an
NZARM member and are as excited about the future opportunities as I am.
As always the exec and I welcome your feedback and comments so let us
know how you are doing out there!
Nicola McHaffie
NZARM president
nicolamchaffie29@gmail.com

WELCOME TO OUR NEW NZARM MEMBERS
Joe Johnson
Humphrey Walker
Annette Litherland
Anthony Ward
Megan Royal
Christine Harper
Matt Bubb
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Tim Petro
Victoria Bloomer
Chris Leach
Danni Hodges
Jo Martin
Fiona Smith
Liam OHalloran

Sarah Nolan, Scott Speed, Tom Stephens – Auckland Council

Geomorphically Effective Management Solutions (GEMS)
Sediment is a universally important contaminant,
affecting

both

instantaneous

freshwater
and

and

long-lasting

coastal,
effects.

with
Once

erosion occurs reducing ongoing sediment loss is
incredibly

challenging.

Erosion

takes

years

to

decades to address, with sediment having decadal
and longer effects instream and at coast, across the
spectrum of cultural, ecosystem and human health.
Not all sediment is equal. Finer sediment or “mud”
(<63 μm) is more critical, often generating poorer
water quality outcome than an equivalent amount
of coarse sediment – whether in terms of water
clarity, fish passage, nutrient regeneration, growth
of high-value ecosystem habitat or ultimately,
mahinga kai.
In an investigation carried out by Auckland Council
in partnership with independent geomorphologists
(Cardno US), streambank erosion contributed more
than two thirds (72%) of fine-grained sediment
carried by the Hōteo River into the Kaipara Moana, a

The Hōteo project is a 5-year project, co-funded by

renowned taonga. The primary cause of the Kaipara

Auckland Council (AC) and the Ministry for the

Moana’s degradation is excessive sediment - the

Environment’s Freshwater Improvement Fund. AC

principal cause for loss of productive shellfish and

has partnered with Ngāti Manuhiri, Ngā Maunga

seagrass habitats (Green and Daigneault, 2018). Still

Whakahi o Kaipara and Te Uri o Hau (Kaipara Uri) in

higher estimates have been published by NIWA,

co-leadership, which has led to greater alignment of

that 93-100% of mud discharged by the Hōteo

Te Ao Māori and Western Science outcomes being

originated from stream erosion (Hughes et al., 2021).

delivered simultaneously, to the challenge of how

Contrast the recent science with the long-held view

best to manage for stream erosion.

by land managers and remediation programmes
that erosion is predominantly land-based – a view
resulting in limited simple options for a complex
and critical problem (e.g., stock exclusion and/or
riparian planting). That contrast is why the Hōteo
Sediment Reduction Project (Hōteo project) was
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Figure 1 – Large bank failure on the Kourawhero Stream
– Scott Speed for size reference

implemented.

The Hōteo project has identified a range of Geomorphically Effective Management Solutions (GEMS) to be
trialled at locations along a 12-km stretch of the Kourawhero Stream in the Hōteo River Catchment, to
stabilise stream banks and reduce fine-grained sediment loads from entering the Kaipara Moana. GEMS are
a toolbox of mitigations to modify the geomorphology for the purpose of reducing erosion - including but
going beyond stock exclusion and untargeted riparian planting. GEMS include solutions to work with
stream hydrology, profile and soil characteristics and to identify effective solutions that take into account
the risk and form of the stream.

Figure 2 – Before, During and After photos of GEMS implementation

The above images (Figure 2) give an example of GEMS at work. The bank was originally bare, had a 90
degree angle and was actively eroding. The GEMS selected to be implemented at the site included bank
battering, plus specific native species chosen for the rooting systems to protect the bank. Applying the
GEMS framework, meant being able to precisely target a hotspot, for a critical contaminant and ensure a
managed solution that’s both feasible and effective – more so, than simply fencing and planting. The site
was on private land, so the aspirations of the landowner were also incorporated. Bank battering was needed,
because planting alone was insufficient to protect the loosely consolidated and steep bank from
undercutting. While this is a simple example, it shows the benefit of a holistic approach to restoration and
includes a range of mitigations from the GEMS toolbox.
The primary function of GEMS is to address imbalances between the forces that cause erosion, relative to
those forces that resist erosion. GEMS aim to reduce hydraulic driving forces such as boundary shear stress
(e.g. stress of flow on the streambank) and geotechnical driving forces (e.g. bank angle and gravity), while
reducing hydraulic forces and/or increasing boundary resistance.
GEMS range from low impact “natural solutions” such as riparian fencing/planting and large tree
trimming/removal to more physical “engineering projects” that involve earthworks to re-contour
streambanks and channels or use of imported materials to provide additional strength and support to
hotspots.
The GEMS selected to be trialled on four representative sites in the Hōteo project include:

Bank battering
Log weirs
Rock toe protection
Re-purposing fallen trees in-stream into the toe
of the bank
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Specific erosion mitigating plants (informed
through the Te Paiaka – Native Root Project)
Stock exclusion through fencing
Grade control structures

One of the primary outcomes of the project is to trial GEMS that are yet to be implemented in New Zealand,
showing their efficacy, cost effectiveness, ease of construction (do they trigger consents?) and replicability on
private land. In addition, with standard practice such as riparian fencing and planting, GEMS have delivered
significant and cost-effective sediment reduction internationally, highlighting the need for a trial in Aotearoa.
We are also investigating how we can improve existing methods like riparian planting by refining which
species to plant where along streambanks and measuring the tensile strength and root architecture
provided by our native riparian species and assessing above-ground growth form such as channel roughness
and resistance to flow during flood events. This is being investigated through Te Paiaka – Native Root Project.

Alignment of geomorphology in Te Ao Māori
One of the primary outcomes of the project is to
trial GEMS that are yet to be implemented in New
Zealand, showing their efficacy, cost effectiveness,
ease of construction (do they trigger consents?)
and replicability on private land. In addition, with
standard practice such as riparian fencing and
planting, GEMS have delivered significant and
cost-effective sediment reduction internationally,
highlighting the need for a trial in Aotearoa. We
are also investigating how we can improve
existing methods like riparian planting by refining
which species to plant where along streambanks
and measuring the tensile strength and root
architecture provided by our native riparian
species and assessing above-ground growth form
such as channel roughness and resistance to flow
during flood events. This is being investigated
through Te Paiaka – Native Root Project.

Figure 3 – Tumanako Povey, one of the project kaitiaki
on the river survey

Geomorphologists also view rivers as connected systems and understand the importance of the upstream
and downstream environment, the surrounding land, the natural forces of weather and the role of people in
contributing to the management of a single site.
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A Project Steering Group (PSG) made up of
representatives from Ngāti Manuhiri, Ngā
Maunga Whakahi o Kaipara and Te Uri o Hau,
along with industry representatives, was formed
from the outset of the project. The aim of the PSG
is to ‘enhance the impact, effectiveness and reach
of the sediment reduction initiatives in the
Kourawhero
Stream
through
sharing
perspectives, experience, knowledge, resources
and networks and to ensure our respective work
programmes are aligned and synergistic’. In
addition, the hapū representatives agreed to
‘support the development of the mātauranga
Māori component of the project’ (sourced from
the Mana Enhancing Agreement developed for
the project). It is our mana whenua partners that
have brought the knowledge and mātauranga
that has given rise to the alignment between
geomorphology and Te Ao Māori and it is them
that needs to be acknowledged as we progress
further into this aligned space

Figure 4 – Initial Project Steering Group
(note we have had a change in a partner reps over the
years)

Kaitiaki have been engaged in the project in multiple ways:
Mana Enhancing Agreement signed in the
first year, setting out the intention for
partnership for the project
GEMS sites identified and chosen in
partnership with mana whenua partners
Iwi work plan developed by Manaaki Whenua
– Land Care NZ
Cultural Monitoring Framework developed by
Manaaki Whenua (as suggested by the iwi
work plan)
Upskilling of kaitiaki in GEMS monitoring (paid
work), with the intention kaitiaki lead
monitoring works for 10+ years

Cultural Monitoring training/knowledge share
with kaitiaki being paid to do cultural
monitoring alongside GEMS monitoring for
10+ years
Kaitiaki paid to do planting and maintenance.
All paid works in the project offered to mana
whenua first
Relationships have been built between kaitiaki
and landowners – cultural history of the area
has been retold
Regular Project Steering Group hui to guide
the project and our intentions for the
following period.

Iwi nurseries as a main supplier of plants for
the project

Essential Freshwaters Te Mana o te Wai will require a change in approach for how water resources are
managed in Aotearoa. Under the new Hierarchy of Obligations, the mauri of water bodies and freshwater
resources is given first priority. This will require an adjustment to the current workforce involved with
managing water services and more emphasis given to improving the health of natural systems. The Hōteo
Project is well aligned with this adjustment and is a key example of the importance of the new national
direction.
In addition, the collaborative approach of the Hōteo project is now being used to inform other restoration
projects such as the Kaipara Moana Remediation Programme, as an example of the benefits of bi-cultural
leadership in a large-scale project. While geomorphology is an ever-evolving science in Aotearoa, Te Ao Māori
and mātauranga Māori have been known and practiced by tāngata whenua for centuries. Within the Hōteo
project, we are extremely privileged to learn and implement some of that knowledge.

KO AU TE AWA, KO TE AWA KO AU
(I AM THE RIVER, THE RIVER IS ME).
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AGRICULTURAL EMISSIONS –
CAN WE MEASURE AND
MITIGATE?
By Bala Tikkisetty

Agricultural emissions are linked to intensive farming, with dairy cattle and
road transport the largest contributors to the growth in emissions since 1990.

CAN THESE BE MEASURED AND MITIGATED?
Currently, the Overseer nutrient budgeting model can provide a reliable indication of greenhouse gas
emissions at farm level.
But scientists are of the opinion that it is difficult for any system to go out and measure emissions on every
farm. We should be relying on robust science that is able to develop equations that could calculate emissions
based on factors such as stocking rates, dry matter eaten and fertiliser use. The primary sector partnership –
He Waka Eke Noa – is planning to discuss options with farmers in the next few months.
We need to design a system that can bring a positive change and outcome that protects our environment
and economy. The system should be flexible enough to adapt to future changes, a blend of new technology,
such as vaccines and inhibitors, and current practices.
Over the past 20 years, our farmers have improved the emissions efficiency of production by about one per
cent a year. This good work can be kept up by implementing good farming principles.

WHERE THE EMISSIONS COME FROM
Carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) are the three main greenhouse gases affecting
the climate by warming the planet.
The dairy sector contributes 46 per cent of New Zealand’s agricultural greenhouse gas emissions, with an
average dairy farm emitting 9.6 tonnes of GHG/ha/year.
Carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) are the three main greenhouse gases affecting
the climate by warming the planet.
The dairy sector contributes 46 per cent of New Zealand’s agricultural greenhouse gas emissions, with an
average dairy farm emitting 9.6 tonnes of GHG/ha/year.
The sheep and beef sector is next, contributing 43.6 per cent of our nation’s agricultural greenhouse gas
emissions, with current estimates showing that an average sheep and beef farm emits about 2.8 tonnes of
GHG/ha/year.
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Emissions from dedicated cropping and horticulture

The options for reducing nitrous oxide could be

contribute a small percentage of New Zealand’s total

reducing nitrogen inputs through judicious use of

biological emissions.

fertilisers, using low nitrogen feeds and improving
pasture quality.

Methane, although considered short-lived, once
emitted into the atmosphere causes a lingering

Complementing these research programmes is a

warming effect for a long time after the methane

new long-term national soil carbon study conducted

itself has gone. One tonne of biological methane

at 500 locations around New Zealand, which will

traps approximately 33 times more heat than a tonne

benchmark soil carbon stocks in different land uses

of carbon dioxide over a 100-year period.

and then monitor how those stocks are changing
with time. Initial data will provide a national-scale

About 80 per cent of our country’s total nitrous oxide

picture of how much soil carbon is currently stored

emissions come from urine patches on paddocks.

and, later, whether those stocks are increasing or

One of the recent reports from the government

decreasing.

indicated that the nitrous oxide emissions have
increased by almost half since 1990.
Nitrous oxide gas generally comes from conversions
in the soil by microbes of nitrogen in fertilisers, urine
and dung. When soils become anoxic, nitrate can be
sequentially reduced to nitrous oxide and inert
nitrogen. This is called de-nitrification.
Methane emissions are higher on farms with higher
stocking rates and higher dry matter consumption.
Some of the options to reduce methane are lowering
replacement rates, reducing the dry matter feed per
cow, and lowering stocking rates.
Minimising human induced erosion and maintaining
good soil quality are essential for maintaining soil
ecosystem services such as nutrient and water
buffering, productive capacity, assimilating waste
and minimising impacts of sediment and other
contaminants on waterbodies.
Other good practices include optimum cultivation,

Photo: Bala Tikkisetty

increasing greater plant diversity in swards, avoiding
over grazing and heavy grazing under wet weather
leading to compaction, avoiding under or overfertilisation, practicing appropriate use of pesticides
and other agrochemicals, managing pasture to
maintain complete soil cover and careful application
of farm dairy effluent to avoid saturation and
optimise organic matter.

Bala Tikkisetty is a sustainable agriculture advisor (technical) at Waikato Regional Council.
Contact him on 0800 800 401 or bala.tikkisetty@waikatoregion.govt.nz.
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INANGA/WHITEBAIT
Maintain/care for a spawning site
By Kim Jones
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INANGA/WHITEBAIT
Long-term habitat restoration
By Kim Jones
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NEWS FROM MANAAKI WHENUA

TE REO O TE REPO CULTURAL WETLAND HANDBOOK LAUNCHED
A new cultural repo (wetland) handbook has been launched to help give a voice to repo throughout Aotearoa New
Zealand. Te Reo o Te Repo – Kei konei tonu au | The voice of the wetland – I am still here is the second volume of
the Te Reo o Te Repo cultural wetland handbook series published by Manaaki Whenua. The handbook, launched
at the INTECOL International Wetland Conference, focuses on providing more information on the cultural
significance of repo to help define priorities for wetland restoration.
“Te Reo o Te Repo – Kei konei tonu au continues to advocate the voices of our repo through the voices of our
people and provides Māori values, knowledge, and perspectives from across Aotearoa New Zealand, ranging from
whānau, marae, hapū, and iwi-led restoration projects and practical demonstrations that illustrate the diversity of
our precious wetland ecosystems, to academic research that provide the underpinning of cultural resources and
mātauranga Māori-based tools and approaches,” says Manaaki Whenua Kairangahau Māori (Māori researcher)
Yvonne Taura.
Repo sustain indigenous biota, filter nutrients, absorb floodwaters, and sequester carbon, providing multiple
economic, social and cultural benefits. However, 90% of repo in Aotearoa New Zealand has been lost since
European settlement and the remaining wetlands are still under threat of being further degraded by human
impacts.
Co-editors say the new addition to the cultural wetland handbook series, funded by Strategic Science Investment
Funding for Crown Research Institutes, will be a useful tool in restoring and reconnecting whānau to their local
repo.
“Recognising that our repo are still sadly declining, we felt that we needed to maintain their presence in national
conversations. It encourages us to build on our remaining indigenous biodiversity by using our own mātauranga
gifted to us from our tūpuna,” Taura adds.

Download Te Reo o Te Repo – Kei konei tonu au
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JOB OPPORTUNITY

BIODIVERSITY TEAM LEADER
WAIKATO REGIONAL COUNCIL
HAMILTON
Waikato Regional Council is calling for a Biodiversity Team Leader to
join our team.
Based in Hamilton, you’ll lead a passionate team who deliver and
support biodiversity restoration and community conservation across
the Waikato region.
This is a rare opportunity to advance community restoration,
supporting local and regional efforts in a stunning part of Aotearoa.
Leading the delivery of Biodiversity restoration programmes of work
across the region including assisting with the planning, scheduling
and monitoring of deliverables.
Working closely with regional sector colleagues across NZ
There are currently 7 direct reports.

APPLY ONLINE
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IMPROVING OUR UNDERSTANDING OF NEW ZEALAND’S LARGEST
LANDSLIDES
In addition to improving the targeting of erosion control practices, the STEC programme is also supporting
the training of New Zealand’s next generation of environmental scientists. In partnership with Massey
University, the STEC programme is supporting several PhD students whose work is directly benefiting the
programme. As the programme enters its third year, one of these PhD projects is bearing its first fruits.
In partnership with STEC, PhD student Forrest Williams is studying the role that slow-moving large landslides play
in delivering sediment to rivers. In contrast to smaller landslides that are commonly triggered by large rain events,
these landslides are much larger and tend to deliver sediment slowly over long periods of time. While these
landslides only move a few meters a year, they can still be a massive source of erosion. In fact, the Rangitikei
Landslide just south of the town of Taihape on State Highway 1 is estimated to contribute upwards of 40,000
tonnes of sediment to the Rangitikei River every year. Because these landslides are such a concentrated source of
erosion, reducing their sediment contributions could be a cost-effective way to reduce the overall influx of
sediment to New Zealand’s rivers.
Over the past year, Forrest has worked to create an
updated map of these large landslides within the lower
half of the North Island and has also performed a
landslide susceptibility analysis to determine what is
leading to the creation of these landslides. His map is an
improved version of GNS’s landslide database, and it
identifies over one hundred large landslides that had not
been
previously
mapped.
Forrest’s
landslide
susceptibility analysis has also showed that areas with
high levels of river erosion, such as gorges and deep
river valleys, are at the highest risk of generating these
landslides. Reducing river incision and erosion near
these landslides may help to slow their movement.
While Forrest has identified over 1000 of these
landslides, it is unlikely that they are all currently active,
and the ones that are moving are likely doing so at very
different speeds. In the next phase of his PhD, Forrest
will be measuring the movements of these landslides to
determine which landslides would benefit the most from
erosion control.
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The Rangitikei Landslide (outlined in red) is estimated
to contribute upwards of 40,000 tonnes of sediment to
the Rangitikei River every year and is a major source of
sediment within the catchment. Reducing the amount
of erosion occurring at the Rangitikei Landslide, and
other slow-moving large landslides similar to it, would
go a long way towards reducing sediment levels in New
Zealand’s rivers. Photo provided by Graham Hancox.

Register now at nzarm.org.nz

New date
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